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Abstract
At cross docking terminals, shipments from inbound trucks are unloaded,
sorted and moved to dispatch points where they are directly loaded onto out-
bound trucks for an immediate delivery elsewhere in the distribution system.
This warehouse management concept aims at realizing economies in trans-
portation cost by consolidating divergent shipments to full truckloads with-
out requiring excessive inventory at the cross dock. The eﬃcient operation of
such a system requires an appropriate coordination of inbound and outbound
trucks, e.g. by computerized scheduling procedures. This work introduces
a base model for scheduling trucks at cross docking terminals, which relies
on a set of simplifying assumptions in order to derive fundamental insights
into the underlying problem's structure, i.e. its complexity, and to develop
a building block solution procedure, which might be employed to solve more
complex real-world truck scheduling problems.
Keywords: Logistics; Cross docking; Truck Scheduling; (Bounded) Dynamic
Programming
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1 Introduction
In contrast to traditional warehouses, a cross docking terminal is a distribution center
carrying no (or at least a considerably reduced amount of) stock. Incoming shipments
delivered by inbound trucks are unloaded, sorted and loaded onto outbound trucks wait-
ing at the dock, which forward the shipments to the respective locations within the
distribution system. Compared to traditional warehousing, a cost intensive storage and
retrieval of goods is eliminated by a synchronization of inbound and outbound ﬂows. An
additional major advantage of cross docking is that economies in transportation cost can
be realized by consolidating divergent shipments to full truckloads without depending on
(enlarged) inventories at the cross dock (Apte and Viswanathan, 2000).
These advantages make cross docking an important logistic strategy receiving increased
attention in today's globalized competition with its ever increasing volume of transported
goods. Success stories about considerable competitive advantages realized due to the use
of cross docking terminals are reported for many industries with high proportions of
distribution cost like retail chains (Wal Mart; Stalk et al., 1992), mailing companies
(UPS; Forger, 1995), automobile producers (Toyota; Witt, 1998) and less-than-truckload
logistics providers (Gue, 1999).
A schematic representation of the material handling operations carried out at a cross
docking terminal is depicted in Figure 1. Incoming trucks are either directly assigned
to a receiving door upon arrival, or have to wait in a queue on the yard until they are
assigned. Once docked, the products, i.e. pallets, packages or boxes, of an inbound trailer
are unloaded and scanned to identify their respective destinations. Then, products are
taken over by some means of conveyance. This might be a worker running a fork lift, e.g.
in retail industries (Gue, 1999), or some kind of automated conveyor belt system, e.g.
in mail distribution centers (McWilliams et al., 2005). The goods are forwarded to the
designated shipping door, discharged in front of the outbound trailer and then loaded
onto it. Once an outbound (inbound) trailer has been completely loaded (unloaded), it
is removed from the dock, replaced by another trailer and the course of action repeats.
The eﬃciency of such a system depends critically on the appropriate coordination of
inbound and outbound ﬂows, e.g. by computerized scheduling procedures. The paper
on hand deals with the truck scheduling problem, which generally comprises the assign-
ment of each inbound and outbound truck to a door of the dock and of determining
the schedule of all trucks assigned per door. Thus, the respective dispatcher faces two
interrelated decisions: where and when the trucks should be processed at the terminal.
This scheduling task has to consider additional constraints, because an outbound truck
can be processed not until all required products have been delivered by their respective
inbound trucks. Thus, to reduce the delay of shipments at the cross dock, a synchro-
nization of inbound and outbound product ﬂows becomes crucial. This general claim
for synchronization can be operationalized by minimizing the total completion time of
operations, which is also referred to as makespan in scheduling literature.
As the problem of truck scheduling is of considerable complexity, we reduce the prob-
lem to an one inbound door serves one outbound door setting in order to derive a
base model. This will provide fundamental insights to the underlying structure of the
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Figure 1: Material handling in a cross docking terminal
problem, which can hence be used to develop building block solution methods for more
complex settings. The paper is organized as follows. After a brief literature review in
Section 2, a base model of truck scheduling is introduced in Section 3 for which lower
bounds are derived in Section 4. To solve the truck scheduling problem, we develop a
decomposition approach in Section 5, which is based on a partial ﬁxation of the problem.
For a given inbound (outbound) sequence of trucks the (nearly) optimal outbound (in-
bound) sequence is determined by a suited Dynamic Programming approach as well as
some heuristic procedures. Section 6 provides the results of a computational study and,
ﬁnally, Section 7 discusses the application of the results to real-world cross docks, e.g.,
consisting of multiple inbound and outbound doors.
2 Literature review
Previous research on cross docking mainly investigates one of the following decision prob-
lems: (i) location of cross docks and other kinds of intermediate warehouses (e.g. see the
summaries about hub location problems provided by Campbell, 1994; Klose and Drexl,
2005), (ii) layout of the dock (see Bartholdi and Gue, 2004), (iii) mid-term assignment of
outbound destinations to dock doors (Tsui and Chang, 1990, 1992; Gue, 1999; Bartholdi
and Gue, 2000; Bermudez and Cole, 2001; Oh et al., 2006).
Only very few research papers deal with the short-term scheduling problems arising
during the daily operations of cross docking terminals. Li et al. (2004) consider material
handling inside the terminal for a given truck schedule. Once a set of inbound and
outbound trucks is docked, jobs consisting of products to be handled have to be assigned
to recourses, i.e. workers and means of conveyance like fork lifts, in such a way that
eﬃcient unloading, sorting and loading operations render possible. Li et al. (2004)
model this task as a machine scheduling problem and present a meta heuristic suited for
its solution.
Thus far, only McWilliams et al. (2005) and Yu and Egbelu (2006) treat the truck
scheduling problem. However, both previous research papers investigate detailed truck
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scheduling problems dedicated to quite special cross dock settings, so that their models
cannot serve as a basic reference model, which might be generalizable to other cross dock
settings. McWilliams et al. (2005) cover a speciﬁc truck scheduling problem at a parcel
hub, which is solved by a simulation-based optimization approach. Yu and Egbelu (2006)
treat a special kind of cross docking terminal with a conveyor belt system, where a single
inbound door serves a single outbound door. The transportation of goods within the
dock is modeled as a detailed scheduling problem, for which they present a priority rule
based start heuristic.
Like them, we treat a stylized one inbound door serves one outbound door setting in
order to generate fundamental insights to the underlying real-world problem structure.
In contrast to Yu and Egbelu (2006), who model truck scheduling as a detailed schedul-
ing problem, we, however, choose a more aggregate view as detailed handling times of
products are in general hard to obtain. Exact handling times for inbound trailers, for
instance, depend on the exact packing of goods and the sequence in which they can be
obtained, whereas those for outbound trailers have to account for load stability and the
sequence in which customers are served. Furthermore, the determination of transporta-
tion times between doors results to a complex optimization problem in itself (at least
when the resources which handle products are scarce). Thus, handling times used in a
detailed truck scheduling model are merely estimated average times and often bound to
heavy inaccuracies. Under such prerequisites, detailed models may lead to more mis-
leading or even infeasible plans when compared to aggregate models. Hence, we merge
individual handling times for products to service slots to which inbound and outbound
trucks are assigned. A slot comprises the time required for completely unloading an
inbound truck and completely loading an outbound truck, respectively. Handling times
in between dock doors are considered by a delay (measured in number of slots) which
covers the time span until incoming products are available at an outbound door. This
aggregate view seems to be suﬃcient to model the truck scheduling problem, especially in
a medium-term horizon, when arrival and departure times of trucks are to be negotiated
with logistics companies. However, we ﬁnally indicate that the same procedures can also
be applied when detailed handling times are to be considered (see Section 7).
By a simultaneous scheduling of inbound and outbound trucks, incoming ﬂows of
products are harmonized with outbound ﬂows, so that a Just-in-Time supply of products
and, thus, a reduced turnover time is enabled.
3 Problem description and mathematical program
The basic truck scheduling problem considered within this paper determines service se-
quences for a set I of inbound trucks at the single receiving door and a set O of outbound
trucks at the single shipping door of the cross docking terminal. Each inbound truck is
loaded with units of diﬀerent products p ∈ P . The number of units of type p contained
in an inbound truck i ∈ I is denoted by aip. All product units are completely unloaded
within a service slot (period) t to which the respective inbound truck is assigned, so that
all handling operations (e.g. docking, unloading, undocking) required to process the truck
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are executed within this time span, e.g., an hour or two. Moreover, all inbound trucks
are assumed to be available for processing at the beginning of the planning horizon, so
that a static problem with identical arrival dates of inbound trucks is considered.
The assumption of equidistant service slots can be seen as a reasonable approximation
of reality, whenever vehicle capacities and the number of products per vehicle do not
strongly diﬀer. As trailers are typically of a standardized size and cross docking aims
at moving only full truck loads, this premise is fulﬁlled whenever all processed products
are of comparable size (e.g. mail distribution centers) or all truck loads resemble a
representative average truck load (e.g. rotational deliveries of special promotional oﬀers
to all stores of a retail chain).
Once unloaded, the delivered products, typically, have to undergo a lot of operations
in order to be available for being loaded onto the outbound trucks at the shipping door.
These operations include recording of any product unit in the information system, exam-
ining the product correctness and quality, collecting, sorting, rearranging and packing to
recombine products from diﬀerent inbound trucks to form the load of a certain outbound
truck. Finally, the products have to be transported (moved) to the shipping door, where
they wait in an intermediate buﬀer of suﬃcient size until they are needed. This vari-
ety of tasks from recording to transporting usually takes considerably more time than
loading/unloading a truck. Thus, we assume that this movement time takes a integer
multiple m of the unit time span covered by a slot. Then, all products arriving in a slot
t are available for loading at the shipping dock not before slot t + m if the movement
process can be started for any unloaded unit immediately, e.g. when applying a conveyor
belt system. If the movement starts not before the complete inbound truck has been un-
loaded completely (e.g. a worker stacks all units behind the receiving door before moving
them), the units are ﬁrst available at slot t +m + 1. However, the displacement m or
m+1, respectively, can be ignored (set to zero) when modeling and solving the problem,
because, after having determined a solution, an appropriate re-indexing of slots outbound
trucks are assigned to (by adding the displacement) allows the exact determination of
the outbound schedule.
Similarly to constant unloading times, it is assumed that the movement time m is
independent of the inbound truck and the loaded products, because handling full truck
loads, which may always consist of almost the same number of product units, should
take very similar times. This assumption is realistic especially within an aggregated
medium-term scheduling approach as proposed here.
At the shipping door, the set O of outbound trucks is to be loaded, each o ∈ O
with a predetermined number of units bop of the diﬀerent products p ∈ P . Again, it is
assumed that all handling operations per truck are completed within a single slot. An
outbound truck can be assigned to a slot t not before enough stock has accumulated
in the intermediate buﬀer to serve all demanded product units of the truck. As only
temporary stock is allowed (or desired) within a cross dock, it is assumed that temporary
stock is empty before the ﬁrst inbound truck arrives and is emptied out again after the
last outbound truck was served. Hence, within our model the following premise holds:∑
i∈I aip =
∑
o∈O bop ∀ p ∈ P .
In the following, the simplifying assumptions applied to our base model are summa-
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rized:
1. Inbound trucks are processed at a single receiving door of the terminal, which serves
a single shipping door for outbound trucks. Both doors are distinct (segregated
mode of service).
2. Equidistant service slots for processing trucks, i.e., each truck needs the same
amount of time for (un-)loading.
3. No predeﬁned restrictions on truck assignments to slots exist, e.g., due dates.
4. The input data is known in advance with certainty (static deterministic problem).
5. The movement time of products across the dock is a given constant and can, thus,
be ignored.
6. The sum of units delivered by inbound trucks equals the sum of units consumed
by outbound trucks for any product p (only intermediate stock).
7. Intermediate buﬀer for intermediate stock is not limited in size.
As a direct result of the simplifying assumptions the inbound and outbound schedule
can be readily derived by the sequence of inbound and outbound trucks, so that the
problem reduces to a truck sequencing problem (TRSP). The objective is to sequence
the trucks in such a way that the makespan is minimized, which comprises the time span
starting from the ﬁrst slot to which an inbound truck is assigned and lasts until the ﬁnal
slot in which an outbound truck is processed. The notation used to formalize the TRSP
is summarized in Table 1.
I set of inbound trucks (index i)
O set of outbound trucks (index o)
T (maximal) number of time slots available for (un-)loading
trucks (index t)
P set of products (index p)
aip quantity of product type p arriving in inbound truck i
bop quantity of product type p to be loaded onto outbound truck o
m movement time of products across the dock (w.l.o.g., m = 0)
xit binary variable: 1, if inbound truck i is assigned to slot t; 0,
otherwise
yot binary variable: 1, if outbound truck o is assigned to slot t; 0,
otherwise
Table 1: Notation
The problem consists of objective function (1) and constraints (2)-(8).
(TRSP) Minimize C(X,Y ) = maxo∈O;t=1,...,T {yot · t} (1)
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subject to
T∑
t=1
xit = 1 ∀ i ∈ I (2)∑
i∈I
xit ≤ 1 ∀ t = 1, . . . , T (3)
T∑
t=1
yot = 1 ∀ o ∈ O (4)∑
o∈O
yot ≤ 1 ∀ t = 1, . . . , T (5)
t∑
τ=1
∑
i∈I
xiτ · aip ≥
t∑
τ=1
∑
o∈O
yoτ · bop ∀ t = 1, . . . , T ; p ∈ P (6)
xit ∈ {0, 1} ∀ i ∈ I; t = 1, . . . , T (7)
yot ∈ {0, 1} ∀ o ∈ O; t = 1, . . . , T (8)
Objective function (1) minimizes the makespan, which is equal to the slot number to
which the last outbound truck is assigned. Note that the objective function can easily be
linearized by introducing an additional variable bounding all assigned slots from above.
Equations (2) ensure that each inbound truck is processed in exactly one slot, whereas
constraints (3) enforce that in each slot at most one inbound truck can be assigned.
In analogy, these two conditions also hold for outbound trucks by constraints (4) and
(5). Constraints (6) ensure that an outbound truck can only be assigned to a slot t,
whenever all required products are available (delivered by preceding inbound trucks yet
not consumed by preceding outbound trucks) to satisfy the demand for product units of
each type p. Therefore, the available stock accumulated by all inbound trucks assigned
to slots τ = 1, . . . , t has to exceed the total demand for product units of outbound trucks
scheduled up to the actual slot t (remember that this will actually be slot t+m or even
t+m+ 1 when realizing the schedule).
As the makespan is to be minimized, the number of service slots actually required is
unknown prior to the solution of the model. Thus, within the model the number of slots
T is to be initialized with some upper bound C on the makespan: T = C. A simple
upper bound is given by equation (9):
C = |I|+ |O| − 1 (9)
This bound is based on the consideration that in the worst case the ﬁrst outbound truck
scheduled requires a product loaded on the last inbound truck scheduled. Consequently,
all outbound trucks have to wait until all inbound trucks are unloaded.
To tighten the model formulation, e.g. when using a generic MIP-solver, the following
property of optimal inbound schedules can be utilized:
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Left-shift property: It is suﬃcient to reduce the set of time slots considered for an as-
signment of inbound trucks to the ﬁrst |I| slots. This is obviously correct, because if there
exists an optimal solution, where inbound trucks are not assigned to slots t = 1, . . . , |I|
in direct succession, then trucks can be brought forward (without altering the sequence)
and the objective value remains the same. Thus, there is always at least one optimal
solution where inbound trucks are assigned to the ﬁrst |I| slots.
With this property on hand, the number of variables and constraints can be reduced.
As alterations are truly straight forward we abstain from explicitly recording them. Fur-
thermore, the following proposition with respect to the TRSP holds.
Proposition: The TRSP is NP-hard in the strong sense.
Proof: See Appendix A.
4 Lower bounds
The ﬁrst simple lower bound C1 reverses the logic of our upper bound. In the best case,
each outbound truck has a direct counterpart among the inbound trucks, so that inbound
and outbound trucks can be scheduled successively without any delay:
C1 = max{|I|; |O|} (10)
For the computation of another lower bound C2, the overall problem is decomposed in
|P | subproblems by cutting oﬀ the truck coherency of products. For each product the
minimum makespan is deduced by separately scheduling inbound and outbound trucks.
Thus, it is relaxed that for each product the same truck sequence has to be maintained.
The optimal solution for each subproblem can be determined by considering the fol-
lowing simple rules, which share some similarities with those of the famous Johnson
algorithm for two-machine ﬂow shop scheduling (Johnson, 1954):
• Sort the set I of inbound trucks with respect to descending loads aip of the product
p actually considered. This leads to a sequence vector pip with elements pipi (i =
1, . . . , |I|). The schedule for this sequence vector is readily available because of the
left-shift property: Inbound trucks are scheduled according to sequencing vector
pip in direct succession starting with slot t = 1.
• Sort the set O of outbound trucks with respect to ascending loads bop of the
actual product p. This sequence is stored in the vector µp with elements µpo
(o = 1, . . . , |O|). The resulting slots spo can be computed by assigning, in each
case, the ﬁrst feasible slot number t according to:
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Figure 2: Example data
sop = min
t = so−1p + 1, . . . , T
∣∣∣∣∣∣
min{|I|;t}∑
τ=1
apipτp ≥
o∑
τ=1
bµpτp
 ∀ o ∈ O; p ∈ P
(11)
To initialize the recursive formulae (11), a slot µp0 has to be initialized with zero
stock and slot number 0.
The lower bound C2 then simply amounts to the maximum makespan over all products
C2 = maxp∈P
{
s|O|p
}
(12)
Example: The computation of both bounds is to be clariﬁed by an example with the
data displayed in Figure 2. Lower bound C1 amounts to: C1 = max{4; 4} = 4. The
computation of bound C2 is shown in Table 2 and amounts to C2 = max{4; 4; 4; 4} = 4.
t 1 2 3 4 o 1 2 3 4
p = 1 pi1 I4 I1 I2 I3 pi1 O2 O3 O4 O1∑t
τ=1 api1τ1 3 4 5 5
∑o
τ=1 bµ1τ1 1 2 3 5 ⇒ s|O|1 = 4
p = 2 pi2 I1 I2 I3 I4 µ2 O1 O2 O3 O4∑t
τ=1 api2τ2 1 2 3 3
∑o
τ=1 bµ2τ2 0 1 2 3 ⇒ s|O|2 = 4
p = 3 pi3 I3 I1 I2 I4 pi3 O2 O1 O3 O4∑t
τ=1 api3τ3 3 4 5 6
∑o
τ=1 bµ3τ3 0 2 4 6 ⇒ s|O|3 = 4
p = 4 pi4 I1 I2 I3 I4 pi4 O1 O3 O4 O2∑t
τ=1 api4τ4 1 2 2 2
∑o
τ=1 bµ4τ4 0 0 0 2 ⇒ s|O|4 = 4
Table 2: Computation of bound C2 for the example
Lower bound C2 has a runtime complexity of O(n log n), where n = max{|I|; |O|}, due
to the sorting operations, which is considerably higher than that of C1 (O(1)). However,
it can be shown that both bounds in any case lead to the same result. Thus, the following
proposition with respect to the bounds presented holds:
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Proposition: C ≥ Cmin ≥ C2 = C1.
Proof: See Appendix B.
However, if either one of the truck sequences is ﬁxed, as is the case in the presented de-
composition approach, lower bound C2 can very well result to a tighter bound compared
to C1. This can be easily shown by an example and results directly from the fact that
within the ﬁxed truck sequence trucks are not necessarily sorted according to product
loads.
5 A decomposition approach for the TRSP
In the following, we present algorithms for the TRSP, which are based on a decomposi-
tion of the overall problem. It is divided into subproblems by ﬁxing a particular inbound
(outbound) sequence and then ﬁnding the optimal outbound (inbound) sequence, respec-
tively. In the following section we will formalize the considered subproblems, thereby
identifying a strong structural relationship, which can be exploited in the solution proce-
dure. Building on that Section 5.2 introduces exact and heuristic solution procedures for
both subproblems, while Section 5.3 discusses control procedures, which can be employed
to guide the repeated generation and solution of subproblems, in order to solve instances
of TRSP.
5.1 Formalization of Subproblems
In the ﬁrst problem let us assume that there is a ﬁxed sequence pi of inbound trucks
given, so that the inbound schedule can immediately be deduced by assigning the trucks
in the repective order to the ﬁrst |I| slots (see left-shift property). Thus, the number
Atp of product units available for outbound trucks is known in advance for each slot t:
Atp =
∑min{|I|;t}
τ=1 apiτp ∀ p ∈ P ; t = 1, . . . , T . With the available stock (cumulated input)
on hand, the problem OUTBOUND-TRSP reduces to objective function (1) subject to
constraints (4),(5),(8) and (13):
Atp ≥
t∑
τ=1
∑
o∈O
yoτ · bop ∀ t = 1, . . . , T ; p ∈ P (13)
Note that already this subproblem is NP-hard in the strong sense (see Appendix A). To
solve OUTBOUND-TRSP an exact Dynamic Programming approach (Section 5.2.1) and
a priority rule based heuristic start procedure (Section 5.2.2) are proposed.
Conversely, we can also ﬁx the sequence µ of outbound trucks starting from period T
to earlier ones and determine the optimal sequence of inbound trucks, respectively. This,
however, necessitates additional modiﬁcations to the mathematical model. Note that in
the original model, objective function (1) was deﬁned in such a way, that it minimizes
the index number of the service slot to which the last outbound truck in the sequence is
assigned. As the outbound sequence is now not variable anymore, the objective function
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needs some adjustment. Makespan minimization can be readily expressed in terms of
the inbound sequence by maximizing the ﬁrst service slot to which any inbound truck is
assigned. Let this slot in an optimal solution be denoted by t∗, then the ﬁrst t∗− 1 slots,
to which no inbound trucks are assigned, can be discarded and the minimum makespan
equals T − t∗ +1. It can be easily veriﬁed that both objectives lead to the same optimal
inbound and outbound sequences.
Instead of deﬁning INBOUND-TRSP as a maximization problem, we, however, take a
slightly diﬀerent approach which reveals an interesting relationship between INBOUND-
and OUTBOUND-TRSP. Recall that in the original model, index t denotes the index
number of a service slot in ascending order, so that a lower number indicates that the
service slot is processed prior to a slot with a higher number, which is an intuitive
representation of time. For INBOUND-TRSP we will change the point of reference and
introduce a new time index j = 1, . . . , T , where j = 1 refers to the service slot to which
the last outbound truck is assigned and an increase in j denotes a movement backwards
in time until service slot T , which now constitutes the earliest point in time to which any
inbound or outbound truck could be assigned. INBOUND-TRSP can now be stated as
follows:
(INBOUND-TRSP) Minimize C(X) = maxo∈O;j=1,...,T {xoj · j} (14)
subject to
T∑
j=1
xij = 1 ∀ i ∈ I (15)∑
i∈I
xij ≤ 1 ∀ j = 1, . . . , T (16)
Mp −
(
j∑
τ=1
∑
i∈I
xiτ · aip
)
≥Mp −Bjp ∀ j = 1, . . . , T ; p ∈ P (17)
xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀ i ∈ I; j = 1, . . . , T (18)
Objective function (14) minimizes the makespan in terms of the inbound sequence
by minimizing the number of service slots between the last outbound and ﬁrst inbound
truck assigned. Constraint (17) ensures that inbound trucks deliver product units in
the required quantities, where Bjp =
∑min{|O|;j}
τ=1 bµT−τ+1p ∀ p ∈ P ; j = 1, . . . , T denotes
the total number of units of product p demanded by the last j outbound trucks in the
ﬁxed sequence µ and Mp =
∑
i∈I aip =
∑
o∈O bop is the total number of parts deliv-
ered/demanded. Constraints (15), (16) and (18) are simply modiﬁed according to the
new time index j. Note that constraint (17) can be rewritten as follows:
Bjp ≥
j∑
τ=1
∑
i∈I
xiτ · aip ∀ j = 1, . . . , T ; p ∈ P (19)
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A comparison of OUTBOUND-TRSP and INBOUND-TRSP as formulated above,
now reveals that their mathematical structure is exactly identical. As a consequence
any algorithm for OUTBOUND-TRSP can be used to solve INBOUND-TRSP and vice
versa. In fact INBOUND-TRSP can be seen as a reverted OUTBOUND-TRSP, in the
sense that the solution of an instance of INBOUND-TRSP with an algorithm designed
for OUTBOUND-TRSP requires the following steps:
(1) Revert the given outbound sequence µ and set it as the modiﬁed inbound sequence
pi. Change the set of inbound trucks I to be scheduled to the modiﬁed set of outbound
vehicles O.
(2) Solve OUTBOUND-TRSP with the modiﬁed input data.
(3) The reverted optimal outbound sequence constitutes the optimal inbound sequence
for the original INBOUND-TRSP instance.
5.2 Algorithms for subproblems
In the following we will introduce an exact Dynamic Programming approach (Section
5.2.1) and a priority rule based heuristic start procedure (Section 5.2.2) to solve the
identiﬁed subproblems. The algorithmic descriptions are limited to OUTBOUND-TRSP,
as they are directly transferable to INBOUND-TRSP as explained above.
5.2.1 Dynamic Programming approach
The Dynamic Programming (DP) approach to solve OUTBOUND-TRSP is based on an
acyclic digraph G = (V,E, r) with a node set V divided into |O| + 1 stages, a set E
of arcs connecting nodes of adjacent stages and a node weighting function r : V → N
(see Bautista et al., 1996; Boysen et al., 2007, for related approaches to scheduling
mixed-model assembly lines). Each sequence position σ is represented by a stage which
contains a subset Vσ ⊂ V of nodes representing states of the partial outbound schedule
up to sequence position σ. Additionally, a start level 0 is introduced. Each index j ∈ Vσ
identiﬁes a state (σ, j) deﬁned by the vectorYσj of binary indicators Yσjo of all outbound
trucks o ∈ O already scheduled up to sequence position σ. It is suﬃcient to store the set of
scheduled trucks instead of their exact partial sequence, because actual stock of products
available to schedule an outbound truck at sequence position σ + 1 only depends on the
trucks scheduled up to position σ irrespective of their order and the truck scheduled in
σ + 1.
The following conditions deﬁne all feasible states to be represented as nodes of the
graph: ∑
o∈O
Yσjo = σ ∀σ = 0, . . . , |O|; j ∈ Vσ (20)
Yσjo ∈ {0, 1} ∀ o ∈ O; σ = 0, . . . , |O|; j ∈ Vσ (21)
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Obviously, the node set V0 contains only a single node (initial state (0, 1)) corresponding
to the vector Y01 = [0, 0, . . . , 0]. Similarly, the node set V|O| contains a single node (ﬁnal
state (|O|, 1)) with Y|O|1 = [1, 1, . . . , 1]. The remaining stages σ have a variable number
of nodes depending on the number of diﬀerent truck vectors Yσj possible.
Two nodes (σ, j) and (σ+1, k) of two consecutive stages σ and σ+1 are connected by
an arc if the associated vectorsYσj andYσ+1k diﬀer only in one element, i.e., exactly one
outbound truck is additionally scheduled in position σ+1. This is true if Yσjo ≤ Yσ+1ko
holds for all o ∈ O, because both states are feasible according to (20) and (21). The
overall arc set is deﬁned as follows:
E = {((σ, j), (σ+1, k)) | σ = 0, . . . , |O|−1; j ∈ Vσ; k ∈ Vσ+1 and Yσjo ≤ Yσ+1ko ∀o ∈ O}
(22)
With these arcs on hand, the set Pσj of direct predecessor states (nodes) of each state
(node) (σ, j) can be determined.
Finally, node weights rσj assign the minimum makespan of the partial schedule pre-
sented by state (σ, j). For this purpose, cumulative demands Bσjp for all products p are
to be compared with cumulative product units delivered by inbound trucks. Cumulative
demands Bσjp induced by a state (σ, j) for all products p are derived as follows:
Bσjp =
∑
o∈O
Yσjo · bop ∀ p ∈ P (23)
With the help of these cumulative demands, all node weights rσj (except for the source
node's weight, which is to be set to r01 = 0) can be determined as follows:
rσj = max
{
min(τ,k)∈Pσj{rτ,k}+ 1; min {τ = 1, . . . , |I| |Aτp ≥ Bσjp ∀p ∈ P }
}
∀σ = 1, . . . , |O|; j ∈ Vσ
(24)
The slot for state (σ, j) can be no smaller than the earliest scheduling time of any pre-
decessor state (τ, k) plus one slot for the additional truck (ﬁrst term of the maximum
function). Furthermore, it has to be ensured that enough product units have accumulated
over time by inbound trucks (second term of the maximum function).
With this graph on hand, the minimum makespan Cmin corresponds to the node
weight of the sink node, i.e., Cmin = r|O|1, whereas the determination of the optimal
outbound sequence for OUTBOUND-TRSP reduces to ﬁnding the shortest path from
the unique source node at level 0 to the unique sink node at level |O|. The optimal
sequence µ of outbound trucks can be deduced by considering each arc ((σ, j), (σ+1, k))
with σ = 0, ..., |O| − 1 on a shortest path SP . The outbound truck to be assigned at
sequence position σ + 1 is the only o ∈ O for which Yσ+1ko − Yσjo = 1 holds.
Example (cont.): The given inbound sequence pi is assumed to be pi = {I1, I2, I3, I4}.
The resulting graph along with a (bold-faced) shortest path for our example is de-
picted in Figure 3. This path corresponds to the optimal outbound truck sequence
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Figure 3: Example graph of DP for OUTBOUND-TRSP
µ = {O3, O2, O1, O4} with a minimum makespan of Cmin = r|O|1 = 5.
Instead of constructing the complete graph before computing the shortest path, the more
eﬃcient DP approach consists of determining the shortest path from the initial state to
each node stage-by-stage (σ = 0, ..., |O|−1). In order to do so, only two complete stages of
the graph have to be stored simultaneously, because the shortest path to a node (σ+1, k)
in stage σ + 1 is composed of a shortest path to a node (σ, j) in stage σ (already deter-
mined and stored) and the connecting arc ((σ, j), (σ+1, k)). Among all predecessor states
of (σ+1, k) one with minimal node weight is to be selected and stored as predecessor in
the shortest path. After reaching the ﬁnal state (|O|, 1) in stage |O|, the optimal path
can be retrieved in backward direction stage-by-stage using the stored predecessor nodes.
To further speed-up the procedure the idea of Bounded Dynamic Programming (BDP)
(e.g. Morin and Marsten, 1976; Marsten and Morin, 1978; Carraway and Schmidt, 1991;
Bautista et al., 1996; Boysen et al., 2007) is employed, which reduces the number of
states to be constructed. BDP extends the DP approach explained above by additionally
computing a lower bound C(σ, j) on the makespan of scheduling remaining outbound
trucks. Furthermore, a global upper bound C is determined upfront by some heuristic
procedure(s). Whenever rσj + C(σ, j) ≥ C, the node (σ, j) can be fathomed as it can
not be part of a solution with a better objective value than the incumbent solution.
To derive a lower bound both approaches presented in Section 4 can be applied:
C = max{C1, C2}. Lower bound C1 amounts to the maximum number of remaining
inbound or outbound trucks: C1(σ, j) = max{|I| − rσj ; |O| − σ}. In order to determine
lower bound C2 the remaining product demands bop for each type p are considered in-
dividually and sorted in ascending order, respectively. Then, starting with the actual
makespan rσj a part-wise scheduling according to the given inbound sequence µ yields
lower bound C2(σ, j).
Example (cont.): Assume that an upper bound of C = 6 has been calculated by some
heuristic procedure prior to generating the graph. In this case, node (2,1) can be
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Figure 4: Example graph of the BDP for OUTBOUND-TRSP
fathomed, because the sum of node weight r21 = 4 and the lower bound C1(2, 1) =
max{4 − 4; 4 − 2} = 2 is not lower than the upper bound. The overall reduction in the
number of nodes resulting from the incorporation of lower bound C1 is depicted in Figure
4. Fathomed nodes are colored light grey.
5.2.2 Heuristic start procedure
As an alternative for the exact BDP approach a heuristic start procedure (HSP) can be
applied to solve OUTBOUND-TRSP or, at least, to derive an initial upper bound. Such
a method simply ﬁlls the solution vector µ of outbound trucks from left to right by ﬁxing
an unscheduled outbound truck o at the actual decision point τ . The actual choice is
guided by some priority function f(o). The procedure takes the following steps:
(1) Initialize data: Oout := O; t := 1; τ := 1
(2) Determine the set POSt of possible outbound trucks for actual slot t:
POSt =
{
o ∈ Oout
∣∣∣∣∣Atp ≥
t−1∑
k=1
bpikp + bop ∀ p ∈ P
}
(25)
Thus, an outbound truck o belongs to set POSt of possible trucks at the actual slot
t, if it is not yet scheduled at preceding sequence positions and enough product units
are actually available to fulﬁll the truck's product demand.
(3) Choose an outbound truck out of set POSt to be ﬁxed at actual sequence position
τ with regard to some priority value f(o):
µτ = argmaxo∈POSt{f(o)} (26)
(4) If τ = |O| (sequence of outbound trucks is completed), then terminate the procedure
and return the makespan C = t.
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(5) Decide on the advancement of the procedure:
• If POSt was empty, so that no truck could be chosen for actual sequence position
τ within step (3), then set t := t+ 1 and proceed with step (2).
• If an outbound truck was chosen for the actual sequence position, then set
Oout := Oout \ {µτ}; τ := τ + 1; t := t+ 1 and proceed with step (2).
In the DP-graph, HSP equals a follow-up of that respective arc which leads to a connected
node with the least node weight rtj in each stage. The priority rule is used to break ties
if more than one arc lead to the same minimum node weight.
Diﬀerent kinds of priority functions f(o) are possible to guide the search process, which
can be further distinguished into static, i.e. independent of choices at preceding sequence
positions, and dynamic ones, i.e. priority values may vary from decision point to decision
point as they are dependent of preceding choices. A selection of reasonable priority rules
is listed in Table 3. To simplify the representation of dynamic priority rules, we denote
the number of stocked units of type p in dependency of the actual slot t considered with
Rp(·), when outbound truck o is assigned at the actual decision point τ of sequence pi:
Rp(·) = Atp −
∑τ
t′=1 bpit′p − bop.
name description formula static vs. dy-
namic rule
LPU Least number of product units f(o) = 1∑
p∈P bop
static
LFV Least fraction of total product
volume
f(o) = 1∑
p∈P
bop∑
σ∈O bσp
static
LMAX Least maximum product volume f(o) = 1
maxp∈P {bop} static
MRS Maximum remaining stock f(o) =
∑
p∈P Rp(·) dynamic
MMRS Maximum minimum remaining
stock
f(o) = minp∈P {Rp(·)} dynamic
Table 3: Priority rules for OUTBOUND-TRSP
Example (cont.): When applying the LFV rule to our example, the priority values of
outbound trucks amount to: f(1) = 1.364, f(2) = 0.652, f(3) = f(4) = 1.154. To break
ties between trucks 3 and 4 the least truck number is chosen, so that HSP leads to the
outbound truck sequence µ = {O1, O3, O4, O2} and a resulting makespan of C = 6.
5.3 Decomposition approaches to TRSP
Now, the unique solution procedure for the subproblems (OUTBOUND- and INBOUND-
TRSP) is to be applied to solve the original TRSP, where both inbound and outbound
sequences are to be determined simultaneously. In the following we present a decompo-
sition approach where both sub problems are solved by our exact BDP-approach or the
heuristic HSP in an alternating manner.
To do so, merely an initial inbound or outbound truck sequence and an appropriate
stop criterion is to be determined. As the initial truck sequence we choose a randomly
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generated inbound sequence. Although other alternatives are possible, only random
sequences are evaluated, because preliminary tests revealed the initial sequence be of
minor importance for the solution performance.
To systematically test the convergence properties of our decomposition approach, three
diﬀerent stopping criteria are applied:
SC-1: Immediately stop after completing the solution for TRSP, which means that only
a single OUTBOUND-TRSP is solved for the initial inbound sequence.
SC-2: Stop when the solution value is not improved anymore by the latest sequence
computed.
SC-3: Stop when the identical solution of the previous cycle is rebuilt.
With these choices on hand the decomposition approach can be applied either by
utilizing the BDP-approach or the HSP to alternately solve the subproblems.
6 Computational study
In the following, the performance of the proposed solution procedures is evaluated by
a computational study. As no established test bed is available, we will start out with
explaining the systematic generation of test instances.
6.1 Instance generation
In the study we distinguish between two classes of test instances: small and large sized
instances. The small instances are designed such that optimal solutions for the overall
TRSP can be obtained. These optimal solutions are determined by coupling a complete
enumeration of all possible inbound sequences (ﬁrst stage) with the BDP-approach for
OUTBOUND-TRSP (second stage), which determines the minimal makespan for all of
these inbound sequences. This way, all possible inbound sequences are evaluated, so that
the least makespan found for these sequences is the minimal makespan of the overall
TRSP. With these optimal solutions on hand the performance of the decomposition
approach for the TRSP in its diﬀerent conﬁgurations can be evaluated. Large sized
instances are applied to evaluate the procedures for the subproblems (OUTBOUND-
TRSP and INBOUND-TRSP). The parameters listed in Table 4 are systematically varied
to generate the sets of inbound and outbound trucks along with their load coeﬃcients
aip and bop.
Within each test case, given parameters are combined in a full-factorial design and for
each parameter constellation instance generation is repeated 10 times, so that 6·6·3·10 =
1080 diﬀerent TRSP instances are obtained per class. On the basis of a given set of
parameters each single instance is generated as follows.
For each product p ∈ P repeat the following steps to generate inbound and outbound
trucks:
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values
symbol description small large
|I| number of inbound trucks 3, 4,. . . , 8 13, 14,. . . , 18
|O| number of outbound trucks 3, 4,. . . , 8 13, 14,. . . , 18
|P | number of products 3, 5, 7
SPU sum of product units in
all inbound and in all out-
bound trucks
1000
Table 4: Parameters for instance generation
• Randomly choose an ordered set Vp of inbound (outbound) trucks containing prod-
uct p, whose number of elements is |Vp|, where |Vp| is determined by an equally
distributed integer random number out of the interval [1; |I|] or [1; |O|], respectively.
• Randomly draw an equally distributed real number rndp out of the interval [0; 1] for
each truck in set Vp. Proportionally to these random numbers, the number SPU
of units per product type p is partitioned within truck set Vp. To avoid rounding
errors we distinguish between the ordered set Vp, which contains all randomly
chosen trucks, and V −p , which is a copy of Vp missing its last element:
aip =

⌊
rndp·SPU∑
p′∈Vp rndp′
⌋
, ∀ p ∈ V −p
SPU −∑p′∈V −p aip, p ∈ Vp \ V −p (27)
When outbound trucks are generated instead of inbound trucks, load coeﬃcients
aip have to be replaced by bop in Equation (27).
If this procedure leads to empty inbound (
∑
p∈P aip = 0) or outbound (
∑
p∈P bop = 0)
trucks, the whole problem instance is discarded and instance generation for the re-
spective parameter constellation is repeated until an instance with desired properties
is obtained. All generated instances can be downloaded from the internet (www.ibl-
unihh.de\tea boy.htm).
6.2 Performance of solution procedures
Our computational study evaluates the performance of the algorithms for the subprob-
lems (OUTBOUND-TRSP and INBOUND-TRSP) and the decomposition approach for
the overall TRSP. The evaluation criteria applied to compare the performance of algo-
rithms are listed in Table 5. All methods have been implemented in Visual Basic.NET
(Visual Studio 2003) and run on a Pentium IV, 1800 MHz PC, with 512 MB of memory.
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measure description
# inst. Number of benchmark instances evaluated
# opt. Number of optimal solutions (or objective values)
 rel. dev. Average relative deviation (from optimum or best solution
available) in %
max. rel. dev. Maximum relative deviation (from optimum or best solu-
tion available) in %
 abs. dev. Average absolute deviation (from optimum or best solution
available) in %
max. abs. dev. Maximum absolute deviation (from optimum or best solu-
tion available) in %
 sub. Average number of solved subproblems
max. sub. Maximum number of solved subproblems
 cpu-sec. Average computation time in seconds
Table 5: Evaluation criteria
BDP C1 C2 LPU LFV LMAX MRS MMRS
# inst. 1080 1070 1070 1070 1070 1070 1070 1070
# opt. 1070 233 585 948 948 933 947 949
 rel. dev. 0.0 10.8 3.2 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.7
max. rel. dev. 0.0 46.4 20.0 13.0 13.0 13.0 13.0 23.5
 abs. dev. 0.0 2.26 0.59 0.12 0.12 0.14 0.12 0.13
max. abs. dev. 0.0 14 4 3 3 3 3 4
 cpu-sec. 6.3 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
Table 6: Results for OUTBOUND-TRSP
6.2.1 Performance of algorithms for the subproblems
First, algorithms dedicated to solve OUTBOUND-TRSP, where outbound sequences are
sought for given inbound sequences, are examined. The instances evaluated are obtained
from the large sized test instances by ﬁxing the inbound sequence according to the respec-
tive truck numbers (in ascending order). Average results over all medium sized instances
are summarized by Table 6.
As can be seen, the BDP approach solves 1070 out of 1080 instances to optimality
within a given time frame of 300 CPU-seconds per instance (with an average of only
6.3 CPU-seconds). As all of the 10 unsolved instances occur when |O| = 18 this can be
interpreted as an upper limit up to which the BDP-approach can be reasonably applied.
To examine the heuristic approaches on a solid basis, we only consider the 1070 in-
stances for which optimal solutions are known through BDP. The HSP approach per-
forms surprisingly well independent of the priority rule applied. However, the priority
rule LMAX seems slightly inferior in comparison to the others. The other priority rules
(LPU, LFV, MRS, MMRS) solve up to 949 instances (89%) to optimality, which leads
to an average relative deviation (measured by C(HSP )−C(BDP )C(BDP ) ) of just 0.7%. Note that
LPU and LFV in our test always result to the same solution, as the total product vol-
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BDP C1 C2 LPU LFV LMAX MRS MMRS
# inst. 1080 1068 1068 1068 1068 1068 1068 1068
# opt. 1068 219 577 945 945 911 945 940
 rel. dev. 0.0 11.1 3.1 0.7 0.7 1.0 0.7 0.7
max. rel. dev. 0.0 45.2 18.8 11.8 11.8 22.2 11.8 13.6
 abs. dev. 0.0 2.29 0.57 0.13 0.13 0.18 0.13 0.13
max. abs. dev. 0.0 14 4 2 2 4 2 3
 cpu-sec. 6.6 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
Table 7: Results for INBOUND-TRSP
ume applied by the LFV rule, which additionally weights the number of product units
in contrast to LPU, is constant for any product within our test instances. A comparison
of lower bounds C1 and C2 reveals that C2 yields considerably tighter bounds with re-
spect to all evaluation criteria. Note that relative deviation per instance is measured by
C(BDP )−C
C(BDP ) . Although computation of C
2 is more time-consuming than that of C1 (see
Section 3), computational time is negligible. Within our BDP approach lower bound
C1 is calculated ﬁrst. If the node can not be fathomed based on C1, C2 is additionally
calculated. An initial upper bound C on the objective value is determined by the LPU
priority rule.
The results for INBOUND-TRSP are listed in Table 7. Again, the instances are derived
from the large sized test bed by ﬁxing the outbound sequences according to ascending
outbound truck numbers. In light of the shown equivalence of OUTBOUND-TRSP and
INBOUND-TRSP (see Section 4.1) it is not astounding that the results are very similar.
Even the increased computational eﬀort for reverting the given outbound sequence is
negligible at this size of test instances.
6.2.2 Performance of the decomposition approach for the TRSP
To compare the performance of the decomposition approach for the overall TRSP the
small instances are solved to optimality by a complete enumeration of all inbound truck
sequences (ﬁrst step) each of which is evaluated by the BDP-approach for OUTBOUND-
TRSP (second step). All 1080 instances could be solved to optimality within a given
time frame of 300 CPU-seconds. The average computation time is 8.1 seconds.
Table 8 reports the solution performance of the decomposition approach for stopping
criteria SC-1 to SC-3 when either the BDP (left three columns) or the HSP (right three
columns) is applied to solve the subproblems, where HSP is based on the LPU priority
rule and BDP does not make use of a priority rule in order to retrieve an upper bound.
First, the solution performance of the BDP based decomposition approach is investi-
gated. With respect to the convergence properties of the algorithms the results of Table
8 allow for two conclusions:
• The approach does not converge to the optimum, which is clariﬁed by only 835 opti-
mal solutions out of 1080 gathered with the stopping criterion SC-3 where break-oﬀ
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BDP HSP
SC-1 SC-2 SC-3 SC-1 SC-2 SC-3
# opt. 394 711 835 388 926 1004
 rel. dev. 15.1 6.2 4.0 15.3 2.3 1.1
max. rel. dev. 87.5 66.7 66.7 87.5 40.0 25.0
 abs. dev. 1.0 0.4 0.2 1.0 0.2 0.1
max. abs. dev. 7 4 4 7 2 2
 sub. 1 2.3 3.4 1 2.7 4.2
max. sub. 1 4 8 1 4 16
 cpu-sec. <0.01 <0.01 0.44 <0.01 <0.01 0.02
Table 8: Results for TRSP
is caused by identical sequences of adjacent solutions of the same subproblem.
• Furthermore, the procedure does not necessarily converge to a unique solution. If
stopping criterion SC-3 is applied the BDP based decomposition approach circles
within 31 instances (stopped after 10000 solved subproblems) between diﬀerent
solutions with identical solution value.
A comparison of the BDP and the HSP decomposition approach yields interesting re-
sults. For stopping criterion SC-1, the BDP-approach performs better than the heuristic.
This is not surprising as only a single inbound sequence is evaluated in both cases with
BDP ﬁnding the optimal solution for that sequence. For the other two criteria however,
the results seem counter intuitive. Here, the HSP based approach performs better than
the BDP-approach, although the latter determines optimal solutions for subproblems.
The superiority of HSP can be explained by the following two observations:
• There often exist more than one optimal solutions for a subproblem. For instance,
take the example for OUTBOUND-TRSP (see Figure 3) where 12 out of 24 possible
sequences yield the same optimal solution value. The BDP-approach determines
only a single shortest path and, thus, does not diﬀerentiate between optimal solu-
tions. However, with regard to subsequent subproblems it would be advantageous
to choose an optimal path, which postpones inbound (outbound) trucks carrying
less (more) products. In contrast to that the HSP tends to generate (nearly) opti-
mal sequences with this desired attribute, which can be exploited during succeeding
iterations of the decomposition approach.
• The BDP-approach converges faster as compared to HSP. While the BDP based
decomposition approach solves an average of 2.3 (3.4) subproblems for stopping
criterion SC-2 (SC-3) is applied, HSP solves 2.7 (4.2) subproblems on average.
With regard to the overall TRSP a higher number of iterations promises better
solution values, so that the wider exploration of solution space by HSP turns out
to be a second major advantage.
In the best conﬁguration (HSP with SC-3) our decomposition approach solves 1004
instances (93%) to optimality with an average relative deviation from the optimum of
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merely 1.1% at negligible computational time. To emphasize the ability of our decompo-
sition approach to deliver near optimal solutions, a further conﬁguration is tested, where
the decomposition approach is started multiple times. With 100 iterations of the de-
composition approach (with in each case a new random initial sequence) within the best
conﬁguration (HSP with SC-3) the algorithms solves 1075 (99.5%) of the small instances
to optimality with an average relative deviation from the optimum ( rel. dev.) of only
0.06% at an average time of 1.6 CPU-seconds.
7 Discussion of results
The paper on hand presents a very basic truck sequencing problem. However, from a
practical point of view, further operational characteristics might need to be integrated
in the TRSP and the algorithms presented. This is discussed in the following:
Due dates: Frequently, shipments are bound to due dates negotiated with the cus-
tomers. With given (or estimated) remaining transportation times, outbound truck spe-
ciﬁc due dates, which denote the latest point in time at which the respective truck has to
leave the terminal to ensure on-time deliveries, can be determined. These due dates can
be easily incorporated into the DP-approach for OUTBOUND-TRSP. As an arc captures
the processing of a dedicated truck in a speciﬁc service slot, those arcs which lead to late
deliveries just need to be excluded from the graph.
Arrival times: Inbound trucks do often not arrive simultaneously, but shifted in time
depending on an inbound truck speciﬁc arrival time and may, thus, not be processed
prior to their arrival. As arrival times are typically expressed as a delay measured from
the start of the schedule (service slot t = 1), they cannot be directly considered as part
of the modiﬁed INBOUND-TRSP of Section 5.2. The TRSP problem can nevertheless
be solved to optimality by a repeated solution of OUTBOUND-TRSP.
Truck-speciﬁc processing times: If loading or unloading times of trucks diﬀer con-
siderably, e.g. as a result of diverging numbers or types of carried products, individual
processing times need to be considered. In a single doors setting, this can be easily
incorporated in the DP-approach. During the construction of inbound and outbound se-
quences, all predecessors of a truck are known, so that their processing times can simply
be added up to derive the exact starting point. Instead of weighting each service slot
with a single (equidistant) time unit, merely individual processing times of the trucks
assigned to the respective service slot need to be considered.
Multiple doors: Typically, a cross dock consists of multiple inbound and multiple
outbound doors. If the movement time of products remains constant, then within each
service slot as many inbound and outbound trucks can be processed as there are inbound
and outbound doors available. This can be readily considered in the node generation
of the DP-approach. However, if multiple doors are available, then the distances to
be covered by material handling devices inside the terminal will rather depend on the
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assignment of trucks to doors. In order to consider such door-dependent movement times,
the DP-approach needs to be extended accordingly.
Mixed service mode: Organizational guidelines at cross docking terminals, typically
aim at avoiding mixed assignments of inbound and outbound trucks per door. To ease
material handling inside the terminal, one side of the dock is usually exclusively dedi-
cated to inbound and the other to outbound operations (see Bartholdi and Gue, 2004).
However, also a mixed service mode, where intermixed sequences of inbound and out-
bound trucks are processed at each single door, might exceptionally be employed. Then,
a single schedule (in the very basic version for a single door otherwise for multiple doors)
is to be determined. If this is the only alterations of our premises, then the schedule can
be deduced without optimization, because a trivial solution is to schedule all inbound
trucks ﬁrst and then all outbound trucks in direct succession.
In real-world cases, typically several of the described extensions will need to be consid-
ered simultaneously. However, even in these cases the proposed solution concepts might
be reasonably employed as adequate approximation techniques in order to quickly derive
priority sequences for scheduling trucks in the respective real-world setting.
As truck scheduling often constitutes an online-problem optimized plans need nev-
ertheless to be updated, whenever trucks arrive early at the yard or already planned
vehicles fail to appear or arrive late. This requires a continuous replanning in a rolling
planning horizon, so that very detailed models can be subject to multiple revisions. In
light of this, the determination of robust plans, i.e. by integrating a minimum buﬀer time
between any two trucks assigned to the same door, seems an important topic, which has
not been addressed thus far.
Appendix
A. Proof of NP-Hardness for TRSP, INBOUND-TRSP and
OUTBOUND-TRSP
We will prove NP-hardness for TRSP and INBOUND-TRSP from which NP-hardness
of OUTBOUND-TRSP directly follows. For this purpose, we transform instances of 3-
Partion, which is well known to be NP-Hard in the strong sense (see Garey and Johnson,
1979), to TRSP instances. 3-Partition is shortly restated in the following.
3-Partition Problem: Given 3q positive integers ri (i = 1, ..., 3q) and a positive inte-
ger B with B/4 < ri < B/2 and
∑3q
i=1 ri = qB does there exist a partition of the set
{1, 2, ..., 3q} into q sets {A1, A2, ..., Aq} such that
∑
j∈Ai rj = B ∀i = 1, ..., q ?
Transformation of 3-Partition to TRSP: Consider 3q + q inbound trucks I =
{1, 2, ..., 3q + q} and the same number of outbound trucks O = {1, 2, ..., 3q + q} and
four products P = {1, 2, 3, 4}. For convenience, the outbound and inbound trucks are
further subdivided into two sets each, such that I1 = {1, 2, ..., 3q}, I2 = {3q+1, ..., 3q+q},
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O1 = {1, 2, ..., q} and O2 = {q + 1, ..., 3q + q}. Inbound (outbound) trucks in the same
set have identical structures of product demands. We shall refer to them as inbound
(outbound) trucks of type 1 and 2, respectively. Let the q outbound trucks of type 1
demand products in the following quantities:
bo1 = b1 = B
bo2 = b2 = 3 · C −B
bo3 = 0
bo4 = 0
∀o ∈ O1 (28)
with C being an integer such that C ≥ dB/2e. The 3q outbound trucks of type 2 demand
only products 3 and 4 in the same quantities of bo3 = bo4 = 3 ∀o ∈ O2.
The 3q inbound trucks of type 1 deliver products in quantities of:
ai1 = ri
ai2 = C − ri
ai3 = 1
ai4 = 0
∀i ∈ I1 (29)
with ri being 3q positive integers such that B/4 < ri < B/2 ∀i = 1, ..., 3q and∑
i=1,...,3q ri = qB. As further C ≥ dB/2e, all ai2 are also positive integers. The q
inbound trucks of type 2 deliver only product 4 in quantities of ai4 = 3 ∀i ∈ I2. As the
number of input parameters of such a TRSP-instance is bounded in length by 3q it can
be readily generated from any instance of 3-Partition in polynomial time.
Let us further assume that there is no movement time (m = 0). Note that an outbound
truck of type 1 can at the earliest be scheduled to the third slot in the sequence as at
least three inbound trucks of type 1 need to have delivered their products as ai1 <
b1/2 ∀i ∈ I1 and that an outbound truck of type 2 can only be scheduled after an
additional inbound truck of type 2 has arrived. As |I| = |O| = 4q it immediately follows
that the lower bound C for this problem instance can be tightened to C = 4q+2. We will
now show that the decision problem of determining whether a solution with an objective
value C ≤ C actually exists, is as hard as the 3-Partition problem.
Let us ﬁrst investigate the structure of the outbound sequence of such an optimal
solution. The outbound sequence needs to begin with a truck of type 1 at service slot 3,
as a type 2 truck could at the earliest be scheduled after 4 inbound trucks. The next two
outbound trucks in such a sequence need to be of type 2, as a second type 1 truck could
at the earliest be assigned to service slot 6. However, the assignment of an outbound
truck of type 2 requires the prior assignment of at least one inbound truck of type 2.
This in turn means that the second outbound truck of type 1 can at ﬁrst be assigned
to slot 7, so that three trucks of type 2 need to be scheduled successively. In fact, at
slot 7 only an outbound truck of type 1 can be assigned as the fourth truck of type 2
requires the prior assignment of six inbound trucks of type 1 and two inbound trucks
of type 2, respectively. The argument can be continued in the same fashion so that in
any solution with an objective value of 4q + 2 three outbound trucks of type 2 follow an
outbound truck of type 1 alternately. This at the same time determines the structure of
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the inbound sequence as is displayed in Table 9, where the values 1 and 2 denote that an
inbound (outbound) truck of type 1 or type 2 is to be assigned at the respective position.
service slot 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ... 4q-2 4q-1 4q 4q+1 4q+2
inbound seq. 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 ... 1 1 2
outbound seq. 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 ... 2 2 1 2 2 2
Table 9: Optimal Solution Structure
Note that due to the delivery and demand structure it will always be possible to assign
outbound trucks of type 2 at their positions. However, whether or not an outbound truck
of type 1 can be assigned, depends on the quantities of products 1 and 2 delivered by
the inbound trucks of type 1.
The solution of any YES-instance of 3-Partition can be polynomially transformed to a
solution of TRSP by simply ordering the sets Ai arbitrarily and replacing any triplet of
inbound trucks of type 1 by the respective elements of sets Ai. It can be easily veriﬁed
that such an inbound sequence allows the assignment of the optimal outbound sequence
without delay, so that the makespan in fact results to 4q + 2.
Further note that for any 3 inbound trucks of type 1, say, l,m, n ∈ I1 the following
relationship holds:
al1 + am1 + an1 = b1 − 
∧ al2 + am2 + an2 = b2 +  ∀l,m, n ∈ I1 (30)
with  being an integer value. This can be easily shown by substitution:
al2 + am2 + an2 = b2 + 
by using (28) and (29)
→ C − al1 + C − am1 + C − an1 = 3 · C −B + 
↔ al1 + am1 + an1 = B −  = b1 − 
It directly follows that whenever the sum of delivered units of product 1 for any three
inbound trucks exceeds the demand of an outbound truck of type 1 for product 1 ( > 0),
then the sum of delivered units of product 2 falls below the demand for product 2 and
vice versa. Consequently, any outbound truck of type 1 can only be directly scheduled
after three inbound trucks of type 1, if the sum of delivered units of product 1 exactly
equals the demand b1.
It follows that a solution with a makespan of 4q+2 does exist if and only if the answer
to the corresponding instance of 3-Partition is a YES-instance. NP-hardness in the strong
sense for TRSP immediately follows. As any ﬁxed outbound sequence in line with the
structure of Table 9 would still require the solution of a 3-Partition problem, already
INBOUND-TRSP is NP-hard in the strong sense. NP-hardness for OUTBOUND-TRSP
can be proven in the same fashion by simply reverting the demand and delivery structures
for inbound and outbound trucks and is thus omitted.
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B. Proof of lower bound relationship
Proposition: C2 = C1.
Proof: It holds that Mp =
∑
i∈I aip =
∑
o∈O bop, which is a basic assumption of the
TRSP model (see Section 3). For a sequence pip of inbound trucks ordered by decreasing
aip the cumulated quantity delivered up to a slot t amounts at least to S
min
pt = t ·Mp|I| ∀p ∈
P ; t = 1, . . . , |I|, otherwise trucks are not ordered by decreasing aip. In contrast to that
the maximum possible demand level Dmaxpt of a sequence µ
p of outbound trucks ordered
by increasing bop amounts to: D
max
pt = t · Mp|O| ∀p ∈ P ; t = 1, . . . , |O|. If |I| ≤ |O|,
then Sminpt ≥ Dmaxpt holds at any slot for any product. Thus, the stock level is always
larger or equal than cumulative demand, so that inbound and outbound trucks can
be scheduled in direct succession, which is exactly the underlying assumption of lower
bound C1. If |I| > |O|, then O outbound trucks at the latest must be scheduled in slots
t = |I| − |O|+1, . . . , |I| to fulﬁll the basic assumption of lower bound C1. Thus, it must
hold that (|I| − t) · Mp|I| ≥ (|O| − t) · Mp|O| ∀ t = 0, . . . , |O| − 1, which is obviously the case
if |I| ≥ |O|. 
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